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［45 MIN.］SECTION A COMPOSITION［35 MIN.］Write on

ANSWER SHEET ONE a composition of 150 words on the

following topic:The Work of Today Must Be Done TodayYou are to

write in three paragraphs.In the first paragraph, state clearly your

viewpoint on the issue.In the second paragraph, support your

viewpoint with details or examples.In the last paragraph, bring what

you have written to a natural conclusion with a summary or

suggestion.Marks will be awarded for content, organization,

grammar and appropriacy. Failure to follow the instructions may

result in a loss of marks.SECTION B NOTE-WRITING［10 MIN.

］Write on ANSWER SHEET ONE a note of about 50-60 words

based on the following situation:Mr. Motley told you his wife had

just born a boy. Being her best friend, write a note to her to express

your pleasure and share in the joy.Marks will be awarded for

content,organization,grammar and appropriacy.PART Ⅱ

DICTATION［15 MIN.］Listen to the following passage.

Altogether the passage will be read to you four times. During the first

reading, which will be read at normal speed, listen and try to

understand the meaning. For the second and third readings, the

passage will be read sentence by sentence, or perhaps phrase by

phrase, with intervals of 15 seconds. The last reading will be read at

normal speed again and during this time you should check your



work. You will then be given 2 minutes to check through your work

once more. Please write the whole passage on ANSWER SHEET

TWO.PART ⅢLISTENING COMPREHENSION［20 MIN.］In

Sections A, B and C you will hear everything once only. Listen

carefully and then answer the questions that follow. Mark the correct

response for each question on yourANSWER SHEET.SECTION A

STATEMENTIn this section you will hear eight statements. At the

end of the statement you will be given 10 seconds to answer each of

the following eight questions. 1. What does the speaker mean?A.

John Wayne was well-known for playing the role of a cowboy in

American films.B. John Wayne was a cowboy before he became a

film star.C. John Wayne became a film star for he was a cowboy.D.

The cowboy became a famous film star.2. What do we learn about

Sandra?A. Sandra arranged an exhibit for history week.B. Sandra

accidentally upset this week’s history exhibit. C. Sandra sat beside

the historic display. D. Sandra directed a play about local history.3.

The baby:A. smiles only at Judy.B. rarely smiles at Judy.C. never

smiles.D. smiles at everyone except Judy.4. One must____.A. take

the advanced course in order to pass the examB. pass the exam in

order to take the advanced courseC. sit for the exam in order to take

the advanced courseD. study hard in order to pass the exam5. We

can infer that____.A. the weather is warm on the coastB. it’s

expensive to have an operationC. the extreme weather conditions

make expenses highD. we’re not sure whether or not it’s

operating6. What does the speaker imply?A. The shopping center is

a bad place to practise driving.B. The shopping center is the worst



place to practise driving.C. It is safe to practise driving at the

shopping center.D. It’s not safe to practise driving at the shopping

center.7. Which of the following is true according to the sentence?A.

He didn’t meet me at the door. B. There are still vacant rooms. C.

The story was foolish. D. He is unhappy with the dormitory.8. We

can infer that he____.A. didn’t give her the moneyB. didn’t

understand herC. didn’t trust herD. didn’t answer her question
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